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People and animals live all around planet Earth. We share our world 
with millions of creatures, each one more fascinating than the other. 
Every living being is made up of atoms and molecules. Together, all of us 
make up a ramework of life that is in harmony with its environment. 
We all live and breathe on the same globe. he behaviour of every single 
being should be respected.

Mother Nature has equipped each life with a soul. Our soul makes us 
unique. It is there to help us come to terms with ourselves and our 
relationship to other species. hose who examine their soul will be illed 
with understanding, compassion and respect. hey will recognize that 
every living creature is diferent rom ourselves and therefore deserves 
to be protected and nurtured. 

Your soul is the secret that unites all species. It is the mainstay of a life 
whose many, many layers are yet to be uncovered. In this book, we’ll 
discover, with each and every image, the souls of Others. We’ll do this  
by taking a close look at the way other creatures feel and the amazing 
things they are able to do. hen, we will come to understand that we  
are all part of a greater whole.

While you are reading these pages, dozens of cranes will set of on  
their travels, leaving the cold snow and migrating to less rosty regions. 
Countless schools of whales will communicate with one another through 
song, which is something they have perfected over centuries of evolution. 
housands of penguins will begin to mate and inhabit whole islands 
with love. Millions of creatures will move forward with their lives.  
hey are all following a strong instinct, which enables them with hearts 
pounding to perform unbelievable feats on a daily basis. his is the way 
life has been throughout centuries of time, and it’s the way nature has 
always meant it to be.

he soul has led us to create the book you now have in your hands. Let’s 
dive in together and explore the world of nature. Let’s learn about the 
mannerisms, quirks, history and truths of the animal soul that is in each 
and every one of us.
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Love is a word that means so much. We use it in countless 
ways to show how we feel about each and every thing.  
Life is all about love: sensing it and showing it.

Love is ree. It reveals itself in a variety of ways when animals 
interact with one another, regardless of whether there are 
only two of them or a family of twenty. Love is not just a 
strong feeling or a simple passionate moment.

Love is what motivates us in life. It is a universal energy 
that moves us to do everything and beyond. It is a bond 
uniting us, and it’s reason enough for us to move mountains 
and cross rivers just to ind the ideal partner and the right 
moment to reproduce. Love moves us to ind food for our 
young so that they can become big and strong and go their 
own way. Notice how penguin parents love and care for 
their young, even in the coldest parts of the planet. Love 
ills the soul. It gives every living thing structure and shape. 
Without a soul we would not receive love, and without 
love we would not even be here today.

Girafes, lamingos, sea unicorns, tortoises, rhinoceroses, 
you and me: every single one of us feels love. Depending 
on the type of animal, the sense of love can be brief, deep, 
life-long or as variable as the seasons. Yet it remains pure, 
true and ree. All creatures prosper with love. Rowdy 
mating rites show of the beauty that each creature has  
by nature. he male peacock reveals its seductive feathers 
with the sole aim of reproducing – and thus remaining  
an important part of the universe of living organisms. 
Every mating strategy has the same goal: to ensure that 
the greatest number of ofspring can live long enough to 
have ofspring of their own. his means that love is not 
just an instinct, but something we cannot do without if 
we are to continue living and evolving on our planet.

Love














